County Board Public Building Guidelines
These principles are intended to inform the design of civic facilities in Arlington, including buildings and
other projects, to ensure they meet community goals for attractiveness, durability, and functionality. The
principles reinforce and supplement existing County planning documents and policies, and are meant to
promote compliance with certain basic principles, but not to inhibit creative design. Each project will
need to be reviewed individually, and for each project, certain principles may be stressed over others.
Civic Values
1. Respect neighborhood context and important historic structures.
2. Take advantage of prominent sites and major civic programs to create bold architecture.
3. Emphasize leadership in energy conservation and environmental sustainability through
architectural design, materials, and construction methods.
4. Utilize universal design to ensure open and welcoming accessibility for all citizens.
5. Explore adaptive reuse of significant existing structures and building elements and consider
possible future reuse of new buildings.
6. Optimize open space for public relaxation and recreation, and minimize building footprint and
areas used for parking, on-site roads, and service drives.
7. Support joint development and use of school and county facilities when in the best interest of
both entities.
8. Where school and county lands abut, placement of recreational facilities and passive open spaces
should be studied and optimized to achieve full community access and use.
Siting and Orientation
9. Orient the primary building entrance to the appropriate adjacent street or public space so
movement and entrance to buildings are natural and intuitive.
10. Emphasize pedestrians, bicycles, and mass transit over automobiles in building placement, entry,
and architecture.
11. Ensure building and site are functionally and spatially coherent, facilitating the flow of people to,
from, and within the site.
12. Create “positive” outdoor spaces with a pedestrian emphasis.
Transportation and Circulation
13. Explore and implement design solutions that provide safe, functional, neighborhood sensitive and
cost effective access and circulation to the school site via all modes of transportation.
14. Consider flexible alternatives to off-street parking where applicable.
15. Consider current and future capacity when evaluating existing and proposed access.
16. Consider impact on access to open space and park properties.
17. Improve pedestrian accessibility and circulation to and throughout the site (and off-site if
necessary to provide safe passage to and from the building).
18. Create viable site solutions for accessibility of emergency response vehicles (fire, police, and
other emergency personnel) to the site, emphasizing potential transportation and circulation
solutions to area streets.

Building Form
19. Develop massing strategies appropriately scaled to the site and neighborhood.
20. Use massing to emphasize a pedestrian, human scale to the building, breaking into smaller subparts that respond to site and program.
21. Develop a sense of hierarchy in the massing, emphasizing and leading to the important functions
and spaces in the building, including the entrance.
Building Details and Materials
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Use design details related to pedestrian scale and provide interest, discovery, and character.
Celebrate the civic nature of the project with public art and iconic architectural elements.
Use durable and permanent materials to assure longevity of, and civic pride in, the project.
Appropriately plan budgets to reduce negative design impact of value engineering.
Explore consistent design elements with other successful Arlington civic projects.
Design building lobbies to create a sense of place and importance.
Provide design solutions that best integrate wireless communications throughout the school
building and other areas for educational and emergency purposes.
29. Analyze the internal and neighborhood effects of site lighting and emphasize design solutions that
mitigate against unnecessary light pollution.
Tree Preservation and Sustainability
30. Emphasize design and construction solutions that maximize the preservation of existing trees,
including techniques that minimize impacts to tree roots, and design spaces for planting
additional trees.
31. Utilize sustainable landscape design and plantings throughout the school site to 1)enhance the
school building appearance, 2) for ease of maintenance and3)provide stormwater control.
32. Implement sustainable building and site design strategies that reinforce the importance of
renewable energy, water conservation, and other measures necessary to the school and
surrounding community.

